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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Eighteenth Day: Thursday, November 23, 2017 
Post Time: 11:30 A.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 173-42-29-23—24%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)ANALYZING: Improving  bay colt just missed in his two-turn debut   
(#2)B DUBYA: Game in first route try, needs to break sharply—has upside 
(#8)SOMETHING BIRD: Bred to relish two-turns; has a touch of back class 
(#7)FIVE MAN WOLF: Well-bred colt well meant on debut in for $50,000? 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-8-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)MEDLIN: Fits well for $30K, stretch out suits; wide post hurt at KEE   
(#3)ON THE CLOCK: Blinkers, drop helped; continues class descent today 
(#8)THE WEEF: Like the cutback to one-turn mile setup; gets a great draw 
(#2)CHEPONERA: Takes a marked class drop for Cox; blinkers “on” noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-8-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)MAJOR MUNNINGS: Speed of the speed in short field; dirt-to-turf a +  
(#4)PARTLY MOCHA: He’s the lone closer and has a very reliable late kick 
(#2)KID PERFECT: Won last 2 with ease w/o blinkers; top choice tick faster 
(#1)RUN TO FREEDOM: Mountaineer invader is a cut below others in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-2-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)SEATTLE FIRM: Exits open claiming company and catches a soft crew   
(#8)WOOD NOT MIND: Has a big late turn of foot; has won 4-of-8 in 2017 
(#7)SUNRISE COUNTESSA: Aired for $5K at Mountaineer; second off shelf 
(#6)GENERALSDOTTIR: Placed in 9-of-17 in 2017; rallies for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-7-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)EVER SPECIAL: Three-pronged class drop for Cox; third start off layoff   
(#3)PARKING TICKET: Overcame tardy start for a dime last time—tighter 
(#1)ON A MISSION: Gets needed class relief; Landeros scrapes paint on rail 
(#8)ELOQUENT MOMENT: Massive drop, gets in light; value on tote board 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-1-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)TAP OF WAR: Good third despite troubled trip in Lexington; 7F suits   
(#4)ANNATHELA: Admire her consistency, but she loves to run second 
(#8)TRUE BOOTS: Has never run poorly at CD; like eight-hole out of chute 
(#5)FIVE STAR FACTOR: Useful form around one-turn; going wrong way? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-8-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)FLATTER THE QUEEN: A speed-favoring strip stifled chances at KEE   
(#9)ROCK SHANDY: Creeps down in class; bay is better w/ the blinks “on” 
(#10)PERPLEXED: Exits open claiming company; hooks lackluster bunch 
(#2)DISTORTED RANSOM: Deep closer should appreciate the 7-panel trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-10-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)NEON GATOR: Improved dramatically on turf; faced “live” maidens  
(#1)AMERICAN SEA: At his best on the weeds going 8.5F; second off layoff 
(#4)MAKEAMERICAGREAT: Dirt-to-turf, sprint-to-route angles appealing 
(#5)ZORZOR: Likely pace factor on the stretch out; sharp recent work tab 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-4-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)C Z ROCKET: He’s a monster with tons of upside; Lezcano in to ride   
(#2)GREELEY AND BEN: 8F in his wheelhouse; shows up on game day 
(#8)J BOYS ECHO: Great post draw, has back class; wants more ground? 
(#5)ROCKING THE BOAT: Head shy of being perfect for Gorder; no blinks? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-8-5 
 
 
RACE TEN—Falls City Handicap (G2) 
(#4)FAITHFULLY: Clocks speed, engulfs in the lane; barn strong off layoffs   
(#1)MONEY’SONCHARLOTTE: Had a good local prep for this; dictates pace 
(#5)BLUE PRIZE(ARG): Has never missed the trifecta; comes running late 
(#6)MOTOWN LADY: Strong 3rd in 1-turn Chilukki (G2); 9F beyond scope? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-5-6 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—River City Handicap (G3T) 
(#12)WAR CORRESPONDENT: Love the Tapeta-to-turf move—consistent   
(#6)REVVED UP: Turned heads in first start on the Matt Winn Course 
(#14)THATCHER STREET: Loves the Churchill weeds; won this last year 
(#5)SHINING COPPER: C-Lan doles out the fractions on the former “rabbit” 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-6-14-5 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#4)BLAZE STAR: Just missed in last start facing $30K “two lifetime” foes   
(#5)CHASING CARS: Ran like he needed his last start; Maker off the claim 
(#2)TRIBAL TRANSIT: Takes the logical next step up; third off sidelines 
(#7)EYE ON HARPER: Wide trip hurt two-back; better going seven-panels? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


